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1. Introduction. Let T be a continuous linear operator on real or

complex Li(S, 5. p)< where (S, g, p) is a cr-finite measure space.2

Theorem 1 states that a positive operator I T\ without increased

norm "majorizes" T, i.e., that | Tf(s) | ^ | T\ \f(s)\ holds. As an ap-

plication, a theorem of Dunford and Schwartz [5] and an ergodic

theorem are proved. If Li and T are real the existence of | T\ is ob-

tained from lattice properties of the Banach space of all T on L\.

Among the properties of the mapping IT—»| T\ an important one is

that it preserves invariant sets. An application which generalizes

Jacobs' ergodic decomposition of positive T to general T will be given

elsewhere by the second author.3

2. Existence. The main result is:

Theorem l.4 // T is a continuous linear operator on Li then there

exists a positive linear operator \T\, called the linear modulus of T, such

that

(a) I TO | ú |r||/(j)|,

(b) IMiallrlU
ForfELt*={fELi\ /2:0}, | T\ is given by

(2.1) |r|/(j) = sup  \Tg\(s).
If IS/

Proof. 6 shall denote the set of all finite disjoint and measurable

decompositions D={Si(D), • ■ ■ , Sk(D)(D)} of S. 6 is partially

ordered with respect to refinement and is a decreasingly filtered sys-

tem. Let N be the class of simple functions, i.e., hEN if

h='£"=,iai(h)\[/Ei(h)(s), where \¡/Et is the characteristic function of

EiE%. We define for/GLÎ:
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(2.2) Q (D, T,f) (s) = S | T (f^Si ,D) (s)) |.

As Q(D, T,f)(s) is monotone increasing on 9 lor fixed/ and

k(D)

(2.3) ||/!|i= EII/iKwIl!
1=1

implies norm boundedness, that is

(2.4) lle(Ar,/oMIMIi||/lli.
we may define

(2.5) \T\f(s)= lim Q(D,T,f)(s)ELÏ.
Dea

If fu f2ENr\L* we may assume/¿(s) = 22t-i o-í^e^s) with equal Ek

for /i and f2 and thus, for Z> fine enough so that the Ek occur among

the Si(D) or finer, we get Q(D, T, h)+Q(D, T, f2) = Q(D, T, ft+ft).
This proves linearity on Nf~\L? and, by approximation, on L*. Now

| T\ can be extended by linearity on Li and from (2.4) we get 111 T\ | |i

g||r||i. To prove (2.1) we remark that | T\f^ \ Tg\ follows from the

definitions if g£iV and lg| ^/. Letting Lf denote the right side of

(2.1), it is clear that | T\f^Lf. If the converse inequality does not

hold, then there exists an fENC\Ll, an e>0, a DE9 and an AaE%

with ß(A0)>0 and

(2.6) Q(D, T,f)(s) ^ Lf(s) + e        on A0.

Now for i=l we can find a complex number a,- with |a,-| =1, such

that

(2.7) | T(aißSi(D)) - | T(#atm) | | < e/2k(D)

holds on a subset AiQA^i with ß(Af)>0. We do the same for

t = 2, • • • , k(D). Setting g = J%% «JKu» we have |g| g |/| and
this leads to a contradiction to (2.6) on Ak(D). From (2.1) follows (a)

and|||r|||^||r||,
Remarks.

(1) These results carry over if T is an operator from Li(S, $, ß)

into LI (S', %',ß').
(2) It is not difficult to formulate an analogue of Theorem 1 for

the space of finite countably additive set functions on j$ which are

absolutely continuous with respect to ß.

3. Lattice properties for real T. In this section we consider real

Li and real operators T.
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Theorem 2. The linear space $ of all real continuous linear oper-

ators T on Li is a lattice.

Proof. /+ and/- shall denote/VO and (-/)V0, so that/+-/-=/

and /++/- = l/l. We define for /£LÍ :

M(D, T,f)(s) = £ (T(f-4>8ia»))+(s),

(3.1)

N(D, T,f)(s) = £ (T(f-tstm))-(s).

WegetOgM(Z?, T,/), JV(I?, T,f)^Q(D, T,f) and, since the functions
are monotone on 6, we may define

(3.2) T+f = lim M(D, T,f),        T~f = lim N(D, T,f).
Dee Dee

Linearity on Lf is proved as for I T\ and by extension we get linear

operators T+ and T~ on Li with ]|r+||ig||rj|i and ||r_||i^|| lj|i. To

prove for example T+=T\/0 we first state that T+2:0, T+^T. If

R 2: Tand R 2:0 then we have R~ = 0 and from M(Z>, i?,/) 2: M(D, T,f)
it follows that R 2: T+. In fact now we have

T++T- = \T\,       T+-T-= T.

4. Applications to ergodic theorems. The ordered pair (pi(s), p2(s))

of measurable functions is said to be admissible with respect to the oper-

ator T if |/(5)| úpi(s) and /G¿i imply that | Tf(s)\ úp2(s). We note

that (pi, p2) will be admissible with respect to T if pi is arbitrary and

p2 is defined by

p2(s) =  sup   | Tf(s) | .
I/I Si»

The following theorem is a consequence of (2.1):

Theorem 3. If T isa continuous linear operator on Li then the admis-

sible pairs of T are admissible with respect to \T\.

Corollary 1 [5]. If T is a continuous linear operator on Li whose

Lx-norm is finite then there exists a positive linear operator P on Li

whose Li and Lx-norms do not exceed those of T and which is such that

(4.1) |r»/(5)| ûP"f(s).

Proof. With P=|r|, (4.1) follows by induction from (2.a) and

||P|Lá||r|U from (2.1).
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Corollary 2. If T is a linear operator on L\ with ||7||i^l and

f, pELu p^Othen

£ Tkf(s)

lim

T,\T\«p(s)

exists and is finite almost everywhere on {s: ^^=o I T\ kp(s)>0}.

Proof. Theorem 3 of [3 ] is applied to the sequence pk(s) = | T\ kp(s).

Theorem 4 [3]. Let T be a linear operator on L\ with || r||i ^ 1 and

let pn be a sequence of measurable non-negative functions such that

\f(s)\ èpj(s) implies \ Tf(s)\ g£,+1(s). Then:

ita_™_= o
n^«° po(s) +   •  •   •  + Pn(s)

on {s: ^t=0 pk(s)>0}, for each gELi.

Proof. We may consider Ak = {s: pk(s) > 0} only. Take pEL\ with

p>0 on Ak and Oúp-ápk and take/= | r|*|g|. Theorem 1 of [l]

implies that

.. \Tfr(s)
Urn-= 0

£ \T\<p(s)
<=0

onAk. If m + k = n the theorem follows from | Tng\ ^| r|"|g| =| T\mf

and^0+ • • • +^»==Dlo|r|^.

5. Simple properties of T—*\ T\. We give a list of properties of the

mapping T—>| T\ :

Theorem 5.

(5.1) | r|-|/|  è  | r»/|       forallfELi,

(5.2) \t\   ^ 0, T ^ 0 ¿m/»/«* T =  | r| ,

(5.3) |aZÍ   =  \a\\T\,

(5.4) |Ji+r,| S | Ti| + |r,|,

(5.5) ll|r|||i-||r|U
(5.6) ||r|[» = K < =0  tm^j» lllrlH« = K,
(5.7) J —» I TI  ¿i worm continuous,
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(5.8) g(s) E Lx and T'f = gTffor allf E Z-i implies \T'\  = \g\\T\.

(5.9) If Si Ç1 S are disjoint sets (i — 1, ■ • • , n) such that Ttf = T(i¡/sJ)

or Tif = tSiTfffor some T? then ¿ | 2\-1   =    ¿ 7\

(5.10) | rir2|   Û \Ti\\T2\  and "<" occurs.

The proofs follow at once. Concerning (5.10) we remark that if 5

consists of w points, T can be described by a matrix (aik) and from

(5.9) we get that | T\ is described by (|a,*| )• Now

cd- -(.::)
give an example with | TiT2\ < | 7\| | T2\.

Remark. (5.5) and (5.6) would lead one to expect that other

norms are preserved as well. This is not true in general, however, as

the following example shows: Let S consist of two points, each of them

of measure one. Functions are pairs (a, b). With T(a, b) = (a — b, a+b)

we get \\T\ i = 2, [|r||w = 2 and | T\ (a, b) = (a+b, a + b). The applica-

tion of | T to (1, 1) shows that |||r|||22:2 and it equals 2 by norm

convexity. But for (a, b) ̂  (0, 0) :

||(s,J)||, («■ +&■)'<■ V N   in     v

6. Simple operators. We assume Li to be separable in this section.

Theorem 6. There exists a linear space $, of operators on Li which

is dense in the strong operator topology in the space $ of all linear con-

tinuous operators on Lh such that for TE$„ | T\ is uniquely determined

by (5.1)—(5.4) and can explicitly be calculated.

Proof. We define %, as the set of "simple operators" T of the form:

(6.1) ms) = t,È**( fdß-tAa,
,=1 k=l J Si

where the a,* are complex, the Si are disjoint and the A^ are disjoint

for every fixed i and have finite measure. It follows that ||r||i

= max¿{23ti=1 \aik\ -p(Aik)} < ». | r| has by (5.9) the same form

with \aik\ instead of aik. To prove that T+T'E%s for T, T'E%t

assume Si—SI by considering refinements. Let T—>)T( satisfy

(5.1)—(5.4) and TGSs- T has the form ^2i,k Tik with Tik=\Tik\
•aik/\ aik\. From | r| we know that it is minimal with (5.1) because of
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(2.1). It then follows that | T\ Û)T(£ £,.*)rít( = £<1¡k| T*\ =| T\
and hence equality holds. The strong operator density of g, in g is

proved by the usual e, § method using the following idea: Given

reglet {/(1),/(2), • • • } be dense in Li, the /<"•> simple functions. To

construct T^E%¡ consider {/(1\ /<«, • • • , /<-•>} only. They have

the form fim)= ^k cm$sk with disjoint and common 5* and ß(Sk)

< oo. Approximate T\pSk by a simple function g(T\f/sk) = £ti ¿<t^<*

such that ||g(?V'si)||i^||?Y'slt||i, the Aik disjoint for fixed k and all

\cmk\ \\T\psk — g(T^/st)\\i<5(r). Let T(r) be the simple operator which

maps 4/Sk on g(T\¡/Sk), so that | r(r)||i^||lj|i. We choose 8(r) small

enough so that ||r(r)/(m)- Tf-m) |i<e(r) for lgLm^r. If e(r) is a null

sequence the T(-r) converge to T in the strong operator topology.

7. A counter-example for strong operator continuity. From §6 the

question arises whether the mapping T—*\ T\ is continuous in the

strong operator topology. The following example shows that this is

not true even in weak operator topology. We define Si={ 1,2},

§< = all subsets of Si, ¿¿¿{l} = ¿u,{2} =\, S=YLi-iSi- Let %m be
generated by the sets Ah... ik= { {i\} X {i2} X • • ■ X{ik}xSk+i " " "}

and % by the $&), ß'- product measure. Define Tn on L\ by

Tnf= £ f f-*Ail....ndß
i,4.. . .-w.—1 mod S   J S

£ I f-***...kjb-
■At_™0 mod  2    J  R

»1+-Mn-1 mod 2

It follows that | Tn\f=fsfdß and thus | Tn\ =const 5¿0. From (7.1) it

follows that for goo measurable fELx and />& we have 7\f=0. Such

/ are dense in Li, and || rn||i= 1 and thus we see that Tn converges in

the strong operator topology to 0.

8. Invariance. The concept of positive T is not invariant with re-

spect to isometries R of L\, i.e., for positive T, RrlTR need not be

positive. But this invariance holds and carries over to the mapping

T—>\ T\ if R comes from a point isomorphism: Let R denote a point

isomorphism of (S, %, ß) and (Sr, %', ß'), i.e., the mapping s—*R(s) — s'

shall be 1-1, measurable as well as Rrx, onto and ß'(E') =ß(R~1E').

R induces the isometric mapping R'f'(s) =f'(Rs) of L{ onto Lx.

Proposition 1. \R'~lTR'\ =R'~l\ T\R'.

Proof. As R' and R'~l come from a point transformation we may

write  \R'-1h(s)\=R'-l\h(s)\. Further, R~1(9')=9 and we get for

f'EL{+ and g(s)=R'f'(s) the equations
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t(D')

I R'-iTR'\f'(s') = lim   El R'-'TRW-^,»,^')) \
Dee'    ,-=i

k(D')

= a'-1 um £ | níW^iíiiD-iiJW I
D-ef     ,-=i

= ä'-1 I t\ g(s) = i?'-11 r| R'f'k')-

The proof generalizes to every R' induced by an algebra isomorphism.

9. Invariant sets. For positive T with || r]|i = l, S splits into two

(up to null sets) uniquely determined sets D(T) and C(T), the dis-

sipative and the conservative parts of 5 (seee.g. [4, Theorem 2]). For

arbitrary T with ||r||i = l we define D(T)=D(\T\) and C(It\)

= C(T). A set IE% is called weakly ^-invariant if {s: Tf(s)^0\QI

for all fELi with {s:f(s)^0} QI, it is called T-invariant if further-

more IÇ.C(T). An easy consequence of (2.1) now is:

Proposition 2. The (weakly) T-invariant sets are exactly the (weakly)

| T\ -invariant sets.

As the | T\ -invariant sets form a (/-field according to Lemma 5 of

[4] we get

Corollary 3. The T-invariant sets form a a-field.

These considerations are extended to the case in which TVO, by

defining C(T) = C(\ r|/||r||i) for them. This is not quite what one

would wish to mean by conservative but it seems more useful than

considering all T with ||r||i^l, as ||TJ|i<l would always give empty

conservative parts.

Remark. The main result was obtained by both authors; in §§3

and 5-9 the second author gives some applications and considers

related problems.
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